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(Receiwd 18 April 1974) 
THE PROBLEM of simultaneously optimizing several functions is a natural question to consider even 
in some basic models in Economics, as presented by Smale in [ll], [ 121. In his work Smale placed 
this problem in the framework of Global Analysis. 
The purpose of this paper is to analyse some stability questions in this setting. We make use of 
some of the methods of the theories of Dynamical Systems and Singularity of Mappings, both 
developed in recent years. 
The functions we consider are defined in a compact smooth manifold M without boundary, 
and C”(M, R) is the set of C” functions on M endowed with the C” topology. We are interested 
in sequences of m functions on M, i.e. in elements (f,, . . , f,,,) of the product space 
C”(M,R)x. , . x C-(M, R). We choose once and for all a basis El,. . . , E,,, of R” and we 
identify the above space with C”(M, R “) in the obvious way. A point p E M is called a Pareto 
optimum for f E C”(M, R”) if there is no 4 E M with J(q)kh(p) for all i = 1,. . , m and 
h(q) > fi(p) for some j. This is the analogue of a maximum of a single function. We deal with a 
larger set, called the critical Pareto set of f, 0(f) which is the analogue of the set of critical points 
of a single function (see [I 11). We define a stratification of 0(f) such that two points in the same 
stratum have the same “nature” and we study the stability of this stratification under small 
perturbations of f. 
To be precise about our results, we begin by recalling some definitions and notations from 
[ll]. An admissible curve for f is a C’ mapping (Y : R + M such that (d/dt)Cf, . o)(t) > 0 for all 
t E R andalli=l,... , m, i.e. the J’s are strictly increasing along cy. The critical Pareto set 0(f) 
is the set of points p E M such that there is no admissible curve (Y with cu(0) = p. In other words, 
0(f) is the set of points p E M such that the image of the derivative of f at p, ImDf,, does not 
intersect the positive orthant of R “‘. Throughout this paper we assume that the dimension of M is 
greater than m and 2m -4. Under this assumption, there exists an open and dense subset of 
C”(M, R”) whose maps satisfy the following: the singular set Z(j) is a compact submanifold of 
M of dimension m - 1 and at each point p E C(f), Df,, has rank m - 1. All the mappings we 
consider here belong to this subset. Clearly e(f) is a closed subset of C(f). 
By a stratification 9’ of /3(f) we mean a cover of 0 by a finite number of pairwise disjoint 
connected submanifolds of M which lie in 0. These submanifolds are called the strata of Y and 
they satisfy the regularity conditions a and h of [7]. In particular if S E 9 then CIS -S is a 
union of strata where ClS denotes the closure of S. 
Let Z(M) denote the set of C” vector fields on M. We say that X and Y are conjugate if there 
exists a homeomorphism h : M + M such that hX, = Y&r for all t E R. Here X, and Y, denote 
the flow of X and Y resp. This means that X and Y have the same orbit structure. We have a 
corresponding local concept. If p, 4 E M we say that X at p is conjugate to Y at 4, 
(X, p) - (Y, q), if there exist neighborhoods V,,, V, and a homeomorphism h : V,, + V, mapping 
orbits of X in orbits of Y preserving the time, that is, h (X,(o)) = Y,(h(e)) whenever 
P>X(@) E V,. 
A vector field X E T(M) is called a generalized gradient off if the set of singularities of X 
coincides with 0(f) and each non-singular orbit of X is an admissible curve of f. In particular it 
follows that if p E M - O(f) then ,‘& X,(p) (and also ?i& X,(p)) exists and is a point of 0. The 
understanding of the orbit structure of a generalized gradient off gives a pretty good picture of 
the distribution of admissible curves. 
Let p E O(f) and K, be the kernel of Df,: TM,, + R “‘. The generalized Hessian of f at p is a 
bilinear form HP : K, x K,, + R” /ImDf,,. The Hessian is simply the restriction to K,, x K, of the 
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intrinsic second derivative of f, D'ff : TM,, x K, -+ R”/ImDf, [6]. Since ImDf, is an (m - I )- 
dimensional subspace of R m which does not intersect the positive orthant of R m, it follows that 
R m /ImD& is a l-dimensional vector space with a canonical positive ray. Therefore we can define 
the index, co-index and nullity of p as those of El,,. 
If X E 2(M) is a generalized gradient field of f and p E O(f) then DX,, is a linear 
endomorphism of TM,. We define the index (co-index) of X at p as the number of negative 
(positive) eigenvalues of DX, resp. We say that X is a nice gradient field if it fulfills the following 
conditions: (1) for each p E O(f) the index and co-index of X at p coincide with those of p ; (2) 
there exists a stratification of 0(f) such that if p, q belong to the same stratum then 
(X9 P) - (X, 4). 
Definition. We say that f, g E C”(M, R’“) are o-equivalent if there exist nice gradients X,, X,, 
stratifications Y,, Y, and a homeomorphism h : e(f)-+ 0(g) such that: (1) h maps strata into 
strata; (2) (Xr, p) - (X,, h(p)) for all p E O(f). We say that f is e-stable if there exists a 
neighborhood q(f) C C”(M, R”) such that each g E n(f) is B-equivalent to f 
The main result of this paper is 
THEOREM. If m I 3 there exists an open and dense subset of C”(M, R “) whose mappings are 
O-stable. 
This theorem is immediate for m = 1; it follows from the openess and density of Morse 
functions. When m = 2 the stratification of 0 is quite simple: ti is a finite union of closed intervals 
and the theorem follows easily from the methods of [13]. 
I would like to thank J. Palis, C. Pugh and M. Shub for many helpful conversations and 
CNPq-Brazil for a post-doctoral fellowship. 
In this section we construct a stratification of the Pareto set for an open and dense set of 
mappings in C”(M, R3) where M is a compact (n + 2)-manifold with n 2 1. It follows from the 
construction that this stratification is stable under small perturbations of the mapping. In §2 and 
$3 we will refine this stratification in order to prove the e-stability of mappings. 
Let Ba C C”(M, R3) be the set of mappings satisfying the Thorn-Boardman jet transversality 
condition[2] (see also [S]). Denote by J’(M, R3) the space of l-jets. It is a vector bundle over 
M x R3 with fiber J’(n + 2,3), the space of linear mappings from R”” to Rx, and group 
L’(n + 2) the set of invertible linear mappings of R”+*, which acts on J’(n + 2,3) by 
composition. Denote by J’(M, R3) the bundle of 2-jets and let T>,~: J*(M, R3)+J’(M, R’) be the 
canonical projection. Let S’(M, R’) C J’(M, R3) and S’(M, Rx) C J*(M, R’) be the singularity 
manifolds constructed in [4]. S’(M, R’) is contained in S’ = rTT;:(S’(M, R3)) and it is transversal 
in S’ to all the submanifolds T;.:(Z) for z E S’(M, R’). If f E B. then j’f: M-+J’(M, R3) is 
transversal to S’(M, R’) and the singular set of f, Z(f) is equal to S’(f) = (j’f)-‘(S’(M, Rx)). It 
follows that C(f) is a compact two dimensional submanifold of M and that f has rank 2 at each 
point of Z(f). If S’(f) denotes the set of points in Z(f) such that f/E(f) has rank 1 then 
S’(f) = (j’f)-‘(S2(M,R3)) and it is a compact l-dimensional submanifold. If S’(f) is the 
set of points of S’(f) such that f/S”(f) has rank 0, then S’(f) is a finite number of points. There- 
fore, if f E B. we get Thorn’s stratification for the singular set: Z(f) = 
(S’(f) - S’(f)) U (S’(f) - S’(f) U S’(f). If P below to S’cf) - S’(f), (S’(f) - S’(f)), (S’(f)), we 
say that p is a fold point, (cusp point), (dovetail point) respectively. 
If f E B. the Pareto set, 0, is a closed subset of S’(f). Let U(0) be a neighborhood of 0 in 
S’(f) and let n, be a mapping from U(0) to the unit sphere SZ C R3 such that n,(p) is 
perpendicular to ImDf, and for p E 0, n!(p) has non-negative coordinates in R3. Clearly 
Q: u(e)+ S2 is a C” mapping. Consider the stratification Y0 of SZ whose strata of dimension 
zero are the intersection of S2 with the coordinate axis and whose strata of dimension 1 are the 
intersection of S’ with the coordinate planes. 
Let RI = B,(M, R3) be the set of mappings f E B. whose normal mapping nf: U(O)- S* is 
transversal to all the strata of YO. 
LEMMA 1.1. B,(M, R3) is open and dense in C”(M, R’). 
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Proof. We will construct a stratified set E C S’(M, R3) such that if j’f is transversal to all 
strata of E then nf is transversal to the strata of YO. The lemma will follow from Thorn’s 
transversality theorem[4]. Let 9, be the stratification of the projective plane P2 induced by 9”. 
Let S’(n +2,3) be the set of linear mappings of rank 2. S’(n +2,3) is a submanifold of 
J’(n + 2,3) of codimension n and is invariant under the group L ‘(n + 2,3). Let (Y : S’(n + 2,3) + 
P2 be the mapping which to a linear map T E S’(n + 2,3) assigns the line normal to the image of 
T. Clearly cy is a C” submersion. Let E be the pull-back of the stratified subset of P2 
corresponding to the first octant of S’. Each stratum of E is invariant under the group L ‘(n + 2). 
Therefore it gives rise to a stratified set E(M, R’) C S’(M, R’) satisfying the above property and 
the lemma is proved. 
If f E B,(M, R3) then 0(f) has an stratification %0 which is the pull-back by the normal 
mapping of the stratification of S’ n Cl(Pos) where Pos denotes the set of points in R3 with 
positive coordinates. 
Let &(M, R’) be the set of mappings f E B, such that S*(f) is transversal to all strata of 
90(f). 
LEMMA 1.2. BJM, R’) is open and dense in C-(M, R’). 
Proof. Let E(M, R3) C S’(M, R3) be the stratified set constructed in Lemma 1.1. Let 
E’ = a;:(E(M, R’)). Since rZ,l is a C= submersion it follows that E’ is a stratified set. As we said 
earlier S*(M, R3) is transversal in S’(M, R3) to all the submanifolds n;,:(z) for z E S’(M, R3). 
Therefore S’(M, R3) is transversal in S’(M, R’) to all the strata of E’. Using Thorn’s 
transversality theorem we can see that the set of mappings f E B, such that j’f is transversal to 
the intersections of S*(M, R3) with the strata of E’ is open and dense and this clearly proves the 
lemma. 
Denote by B3(M, R3) the set of mappings f E BZ such that S’(f) does not intersect the 
boundary of 0. Clearly J3, is open and dense in C”(M, R “). If f E B3 then e(f) has a stratification 
Y,(f) with the following strata: (1) the zero dimensional strata are the dovetail points, the fold 
points where the image of the derivative of f contains a coordinate plane and the cusp points in 
the boundary of 0; (2) the l-dimensional strata are the set of cusp points in the interior of f3 plus 
the set of fold points in the boundary which are not zero dimensional strata; (3) the 2-dimensional 
strata are the set of fold points in the interior of 0. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let f E B,(M, R3). There exists a neighborhood N(j) such that ifg E N(f) 
there is a homeomorphism h,: 0(f)-+ O(g) which preserves the stratifications 9,. Furthermore, 
given E >O we can choose N(f) such that each h, is EC”-near the inclusion O(f)-+M. 
Proof. Follows from the transversality conditions above. 
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Consider the set C”(M, R ‘) of C” mappings from M to R 3 where M has dimension n + 2. Let 
F C C”(M, R3) be the set of mappings f satisfying the transversality condition of section 1 and 
such that 0(f) contains only fold points. In this section we will prove that there exists an open and 
dense subset of F whose mappings are B-stable. 
If f E F thenf= f/S’(f): S’(f)-R3. IS a CE immersion. Consider the stratification Y3(f) of 
0(f) constructed in 91 and denote by e,Cf), f&(f) the union of the l-dimensional and O-dimensional 
strata respectively. If p E 0,(f) then ImDf,,, the image of Df,, contains only one coordinate axis 
of R 3. Let E,, Ez, E, denote the canonical basis of R 3 and suppose Ei E ImDf,. Then there exists 
a unique vector E,(p) E T,,.!?‘(f) such that Df,, . E,(p) = Ei. 
Definition 2.1. Let p E O(f) as above. The curvature of p is the number &(p) = 
--(D+(p). Ei(p), E,) where (, ) is the inner product of R3 defined by (E,, E,) = &. 
Clearly the curvature K : 8, --f R is a C” function and is uniformly continuous in each stratum 
of 8, (recall that a stratum of O1 may be open). 
If p E O,(f), there exist exactly two strata of O,, 0,’ and O,‘, such that p E dOI’ n 69,’ where 
a0 denotes the boundary of 8. Since K/O,’ and K/O,’ are uniformly continuous the limits 
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KI@) = lim K(q) and K&) = lim K(q) exist as q +p. We define the curvature of p to be the 
4EBl’ qEe12 
number Kl(p) . G(p). 
If p E 01 is a point of zero curvature then the vector e(p) defined above is tangent to 0,(f) at 
P. 
Definition 2.2. Let p E 0,(f) be a point of zero curvature. We say that p is non-degenerate if
DK(p). Ei(p)fO. We say that p is of type 1 (-1) if DK(p). E,(p)>0 (CO). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let f E F(M, R ‘) and p E M be a non -degenerate point of zero curvature of 
f. Then there exists a neighborhood V ofp in M and a neighborhood q off such that if g E 7~ then g 
has a unique point of zero curvature in V; this point is non -degenerate and has the same type as p. 
Proof. Let U be a neighborhood of p and n, a neighborhood of f such that for each g E 7, 
there exists a coordinate system (pB: U + R x R x R” satisfying the following: 
(1) cp,(S’(g) n U)=R xR ~I01 
(2) cp,(&(g) II U)=R xK+x{O] 
(3) The mapping v1 --) C”( U, R x R x R “), g H (Pi is continuous. 
For each point (u,O) E R2 let Kg(u) be the curvature of g at the point cp,-‘(u,O,O) E 0,(g). 
Consider the vector field Xg(u, v, x) = K,(u): + v$ + g xi&. Clearly the mapping q1 + 
%!(R x R x R “), g HX~ is continuous. Furthermore q E U is a point of zero curvature for g iff 
X,(9,(q)) = 0 and is nondegenerate iff (ps(q) is a hyperbolic singularity for X,. Hence cpr(p) is a 
hyperbolic singularity for X,. Then there exist neighborhoods Vz of (p,,(p) and n2 of X, such that 
if X E n2 then X has a unique singularity in V2 which is hyperbolic. Therefore the lemma 
follows from the continuity of the mapping g ++ X,. 
Let G C F be the set of mappings f such that: (i) the points of 0,(f) have nonzero curvature; 
(ii) f has a finite number of points of zero curvature and those points are nondegenerate. 
THEOREM 2.2. ‘G is open and dense in F. 
Proof. Openess follows easily from Proposition 2.1. To prove density let f E F, p E 0,(f). 
Take coordinate systems in a neighborhood of p as in the proof of Proposition 2.1. Apply the 
Abraham Transversality Theorem [ l] to conclude that the set of mappings in a neighborhood 7~ of 
f whose points of zero curvature on a neighborhood U of p are non-degenerate is open and dense 
in v(f). Then the theorem follows using the compactness of the boundary of 0. 
Remark. If f E F we have constructed a stratification 9’,(f) of the Pareto set 0(f). Now if 
f E G, we can refine this stratification by introducing the points of zero curvature as new zero 
dimensional strata. The new stratification Y(f) is clearly stable under small perturbation of f. 
The main result of this section is the 0-stability of mappings f E G. 
In order to get this result we have to construct a “nice” generalized gradient vector field for 
each f E G. This vector field will be tangent to S’(f) in a neighborhood of e(f). Therefore we 
start studying the behavior of f = f/S’(f). First we will construct a gradient vector field X, in a 
neighborhood of e in S’(f), whose orbit configuration is illustrated in Figure 1. The points pl, pz, 
px, p4 and ps belong to e,(f) and q,, q2 are points of zero curvature; q1 has type 1 and q2 has type 
- 1. The point p 1 has negative curvature. The other points in &Cf) have positive curvature. In p2, 
p3 the normal mapping is orientation preserving and in p4, p5 it is not. The points in O,(f) of 
positive curvature are repellors and those of negative curvature are attractors. The following 
lemmas will make precise the assertion above. 
Let p: R + R be a C” function such that p(t) = 0 for t 5 0 and p(t) > 0 for t > 0. Consider the 
following vector fields on R 2; ’ Y(u, v) = p(v + u’)$ and ‘Y(u, v) = p(-v - u’))$ (Figs. 2 and 
3). 
LEMMA 2.3. Let f E G and q E 0,(f) be a point of zero curvature. Then there exist a 
neighborhood U of q in S’(f) and a C” vector field Y on U such that: 
(i) Dfp . Y(p) has positive coordinates in R3 for all p E U - 0 ; 
(ii) Y(p) = 0 if and only if p E 0; 
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(iii) Y is C” conjugate to the De&or field ‘Y(‘Y) if q has type 1 (-1) resp. 
Proof. We may suppose without loss of generality that E, E ImDf, where El, Ez, E3 is the 
canonical basis of R’. Consider the following basis of R3: el = El, e2 = Ez and e, = El + Ez+ E,. 
There exists a coordinate system U, u around q in S’(f) such that f(u, v) = 
uel + uez + h (u, u)eX + f(p). The normal mapping nf is given by 
where cp is a C” function. Hence $(0,0)-O, +WO, El(q)=;(q), K(q)= 
(p(O,O)!$(O.[)) and DK(q). E,(q) = q(O,O)$$(O,O). Therefore $(O,O) = 0 and $(O,O) # 0. 
By the transversality condition it follows that &(O, 0) # 0. Thus A is the universal unfolding of 
the mapping p: R + R defined by P(U) = h(u, 0)[14]. 
If q has type 1 then DK(q) . E,(q)>O. Consequently, ~(0) = p’(O) = p”(O) = 0 and 
p”‘(O) >O. Hence F is right equivalent to g(U) = 1/3U3. The universal unfolding of p is 
A(& 6) = 1/3U’+ iifi. Therefore h and h are equivalent as unfoldings by 5.6 of [14]. Thus there 
exist diffeomorphisms @: R x R -+ R x R, q: R -+ R and a C” function p: R -+ R such that: 
(1) @(a 6) = (@,(17, i5), cp(V)) 
(2) A(& E) = A(@,(& fi), q(a))-p(a). 
Consider the coordinate system ti, 6 defined by 
u = cD,(C, 6) 
v = cp(V) 
In this coordinate system we have 
f(ti, V)=Q,(U, ~)e,+cp(~)ez+(1/3m3+&v+P(v))e3+f(q) 
6 
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The vector field Y(ii, V) = p(fi’+ 5); satisfies the conditions of the lemma. 
If q has type -1 then p’“‘(O) < 0 and p is right equivalent to b(U) = -1/3U3. Hence h is 
equivalent as an unfolding to h(& U) = -1/3U3- iii?. In the coordinates U, V, f(r?, V) = 
@,(U, c)e, + cp($ez+ (-l/3&- UU + /3(fi))ez+f(p) with $$(O,O)>O. Then the vector field 
Y(ii, U) = p(-V - ti’)$ satisfies the conditions above. This finishes the proof of the lemma. 
Consider now the following vector fields on R’: 
(1) ‘X(u, a) = p(u);+ p(-z?)$ (Fig. 4) where p: R + R is a C” function such that p(t) = 0 
for t 10 and p(t)>0 for t ~0. 
(2) ‘X(U, u) = -p(u)&+ p(-u)-$ (Fig. 5) 
(3) ‘X(U, v) = -2x 
a a 
(4) 4x(u,o)=p,-+p?-+$p3 
au au ( > 
-&+$ (Fig. 6), where pl, p2, ps: R’+R are C” 
functions satisfying the properties: (i) p,(u, U) = 0 if u 5 u or v I 1/2u and p,(u, v) >O otherwise, 
p,(u + c, U) = p,(c, 0) for u >O and c E R ; (ii) pz(u, v) = 0 if u 2 u or u 2 2~ and pz(u, v) > 0 
otherwise, p2(u, u + c) = ~~(0, c) for u 2 0 and c E R ; (iii) p,(u, v) > 0 if 0 < 1/2u < v < 2u and 
p3(u, V) = 0 otherwise. 
(5) 5x = -4x. 
Y 
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LEMMA 2.4. Let f E G and p E 0,(j). Then there exist a neighborhood U of p in S’(j) and a 
C” vector jield X on U with the properties : 
(1) (X, p) is Co conjugate to one of the vector fields (‘X)) defined above. 
(2) X(q) = 0 i$q E LJ n f3 and Df4-. X(q) has positive coordinates in R3 for all q E U - 0. 
Proof. We may suppose, without loss of generality, that ImDf,, 3 El, Ez. Let f = f/(S’(f)) 
and U, v be a coordinate system around p in S’(f) such that f(~,,u) = uel + vez+ h(u, v)e, t-f(p) 
where e, = E,, e2 = Ez and e3 = E, + Er+ E,. Since f E G and p E 0,(f) it follows that 
$0, 0) = $0, 0) = 0, $(O, 0) # 0, $(O, 0) # 0 and (0,O) is a nondegenerate singularity for h. 
(a) The curvature of p is negative: auZ , fi(O 0) > 0 and $(O, 0) < 0. 
Suppose &(O,O)bO. Let cp,: RZ +R beaCfunctionsuchthat~,(u,v)=Oif?$u,u)50 
and (p,(u, v) > 0 otherwise. Let (p2: R *+ R be a C” function such that Q(U, v) = 0 if :(u, v) 50 
and u 5 0 or if u 20 and II 20, and Q(U, V) > 0 otherwise; (p2(u, c) = ~(0, c) for u 20 and 
c ER.LetX=pl$+IpZ$.ItiseasytoseethatX(q)=Oiffq E Un0andDf,.X(q)has 
positive coordinate whenever q E U - 0 where U is a small neighborhood of p in S’(f). 
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All we need now is to construct a homeomorphism h from a neighborhood of p onto a 
neighborhood of the origin in R2 conjugating X and ‘X. 
We will use the idea of tubular families to define the homeomorphism h as in [9]. Let L, be a 
small interval parallel to the u-axis and containing the point (0, -1). Let L2 be a small interval 
parallel to the u-axis and containing the point (l,O). If L,’ = {(u, -1) E L,; u 2 0) and X, is the 
flow generated by X then X,(L,‘) is a segment parallel to the u-axis for all t E R. Furthermore 
there exists a to>0 such that for each t > ta X,(L,‘) has a unique point of intersection with 
LzT = ((1, v) E Lz; 2) 5 0). Hence {X,(Lz-); t I 0) U {(0, v); u % 0) is a neighborhood of the 
origin in Q = {(u, z;)/u 2 0 and u 5 O}. Therefore there exist a neighborhood V of the origin and 
continuous fibration 7~~ on V fl Q over the nonnegative u-axis whose fibers are X_,(L*J fl V, 
t 2 0, and the nonpositive v-axis. Let 7~~ be the fibration on V fl Q defined by 
~~(11, v) = (0, 0). Clearly rI(X1(u, v)) = X,a,(u, v)) and 7~*(X~(u, v)) = X,(r,(u, v)). Let us define 
the homeomorphism h. Take h (0,O) = (0, 0), h (0, -1) = (0, -1) and h(l,O) = (1,O). If u > 0 let 
h(~,O)=~X,(l,O)wheretissuchthatX~,(u,O)=(1,0)andifv<Oleth(O,v)=’X,(O,-l)where 
t is such that X.~,(O, v)= (0, -1). If (u, G) E V fl Q let h(u, u)= (hr,(u, u), hl~~~(u, 0)). 
Clearly h is continuous on V n Q and hX, = ‘X,h. Extend h to f3 n V so that for 
(u,v) E 0 n V, h(u,u)=(O,v) if g(u,u)=O and h(u,v)=(u,O) if g(u,~‘)=O. If 
(1,~) E Lz-Lzm let h(l,v)=(l,v) and if (u,-1) E L,-L,’ let h(u,-l)=(u,-1). Now we 
extend h to a neighborhood of the origin as follows: if v > 0 and (u, v) E V - 0 U Q then there 
exists t E R such that X,(u, .t’) E L2 and we take h(u, v) = ‘X-,(1, v) = ‘X-,hX,(u, v); if u <O 
and (u, v) E V - Q U 0 there exists t E R such that X,(u, v) E L, and we take h(u, v) = 
‘Xmt(u, -1) = ‘X_,hX, (u, v). It is easy to check that h is a homeomorphism and conjugates X and 
‘x. If a2A ilu;ru(O,O)<OwedefineX=~,~+e~~wherea,(u,o)=Oifu~Oand~(u,v)~Oand 
(p,(u,u)>O otherwise; ~,(c,v)=cp,(c,O) for v%O and cr0; cp,(u,v)=O if $(u,v)sO and 
cpz(u, v) > 0 otherwise. Again, using the same proof, we can show that X is conjugate to ‘X. 
The other cases described below are proven analogously. 
(b) The curvature of p is positive, K(q) < 0 for q E 0,(j) near p, the normal mapping nf 
preserves orientation in a neighborhood of p. Then X is conjugate to ‘X. 
(c) The curvature of p is positive, K(q) < 0 for q E e,(f) near p, the normal mapping nf does 
not preserve orientation at p. Then X is conjugate to 4X. 
(d) The curvature of p is positive, K(q)>0 for q E 0(j) near p, the normal mapping is 
orientation preserving. Then X is conjugate to ‘X. 
(e) The curvature of p is positive, K(q) > 0 for q E 0,(j) near p, the normal mapping does 
not preserve orientation. Then X is conjugate to 5X. 
Remark. The vector field X of Lemma 2.4 has the following property: if q E e,(j) U U then 
there exists a neighborhood, V, C U, of q such that the orbits of X in V, leave invariant a C” 
fibration over 0,(j) n V. In the coordinates u, v used in the proof this fibration is defined by 
u = constant or v = constant. 
LEMMA 2.5. lj j E G then there exist a neighborhood UojO(j) in S’(j) and a C” vectorfieldx 
on U with the following properties: 
(1) X(q) = 0 if q E 0 and Df,. X(q) has positive coordinates if q E U - 8; 
(2) If p E 0,(j) then (X, p) is conjugate to (‘X, 0) for some i = 1,. . . ,5; 
(3) If q E 0,(j) is a point of positive (negative) curvature then there exists a neighborhood 
V, C U such that the orbits ojX in V, preserve a C” fibration over V, rl e,(f) and V, n e,(j) is 
an repeller (attractor) for X/( V, - int 0). 
Proof. Let e,(j) = pl,. . . , p, and let p,,,, . . . , p,,, be the points of zero curvature. Let Ui be 
the neighborhood of pi and Xi the vector field on U, constructed in Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4. Let Vi 
be a neighborhood of p, with ClV, C LJ, where ClV, denotes the closure of V,. Consider the 
,+s 
compact set C = 0,(j) - U U,. If p E C there exist a neighborhood B, C S’(j), a C” fibration 
i=l 
over B, n e,(j) and a vector field Z, on B, tangent to the fibers such that: (i) Dfq. Z,(q) has 
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positive coordinates whenever 4 E B, - 8; (ii) if 4 E f31 n B, then Z,(q) points towards (away 
from) 8 if K(p) < 0 (>O) respectively. To see this it is enough to pick a convenient coordinate 
system u, v as in the proof of Lemma 2.3 and to observe that the vector field Z,, = 5 satisfies the 
properties (i) and (ii). Take B, so small that Cl& n Vi = 0 for all i. Let BI, . . . , B, be a cover of 
C. Let cp,, . . . , (pm : !_i: B, + R be a partition of unity subordinate to the cover Bi, i.e. cpi (p) = 0 
if p 65 Bi and g cpj(p) = 1. Let Z = 2 cpiZi. Clearly Z satisfies the properties (i) and (ii) above. 
i=, i=l 
The orbits of Z define a Cm fibration on a neighborhood N of C. Since the vector fields Xi also 
I+* 
preserve a fibration over O,(f) fl Ui - Vi we can extend Z to a neighborhood fi of O,(f) - U Vi 
i=l 
so that for points in Vi, Z is parallel to Xi. Let p: fl-+ R be a C” function which is zero in 0 n N 
I+Y 
and positive in N - 0. Let .F? = pZ. Let $, $,, . . . , I&+, : U N U Vi + R be a partition of unity 
i=l 
subordinate to the cover {N, Vi}. Let X = $2 + B&X Clearly X satisfies the conditions of the 
lemma (in fact X = Xi in a neighborhood of pi). 
Let E C R 3 be a two-dimensional subspace transversal to the vector e3 = E, + E2 + E, and let 
7~~: R3-+E be the projection along the direction of e3. If p E e(f) then D(r,o&: TM, --f E is 
onto. Therefore there exists a neighborhood N(0) C M cuch that 7~~ 0 f/N(O) is a submersion. 
Hence this mapping defines a C” fibration on a neighborhood U of 0 over S ‘cf) n U: the fiber L, 
over the point p E U n S’(f) is the set of points 4 E U such that 7~~ of(q) = 7~~ of(p). 
LEMMA 2.6. If f E G(M, R ‘) then there exist a C” vectorfield Y on M and a neighborhood U of 
lI with the following properties : 
(1) Y(p) = 0 if and only if p E S’(f) n U and Dfq. Y(q) has positive coordinates in R3 
whenever q E M-S’(f) n U; 
(2) Y is tangent to the fibers L, for p E S’(f) n U; 
(3) Y/L,, has p as a hyperbolic singularity. 
Proof. Let 2 be a riemannian metric on M. If q E L, we define Y(q) = grad fJL, where 
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f3 = 7~~~ 0 f and 7~~~: R 3+ R is the projection on the es-axis parallel to E. It follows that Y is well 
defined and is C” in U. Using a partition of unity we can extend Y to M in such a way that 
Df4. Y(q) has positive coordinates whenever 4 E M - U. Since Ker DfP is tangent to L, and the 
Hessian HP has nullity zero it follows that Y/L,, has p as hyperbolic singularity and the index of 
this singularity is equal to the index of H,,. This proves the lemma. 
We are now able to define a nice generalized gradient for each f E G. 
LEMMA 2.7. If f E G(M, R3) there exist a generalized gradient, Z E g(M), forf satisfying the 
folio wing : I”d p a 
(1) If p E e,(f) then (Z, p) is conjugate to Z(u, v, XI,. . . ,x,) = C. -&ax_+ i 
1 i”dp+l 
x,&; 
(2) If P E M.f) then KP) is conjugate to Z(l, v,x,,. . .,x1)= 
“X,(u, v)$+“X2(u, v)~+‘?-xj$+ i xkd forsomey = 1,2,. . . ,5. Here ‘X E %(R2) 
1 I indp+l ax, 
are the vector fields of Lemma 2.4. 
(3) If p E e,(f) is a point of zero curvature then (Z,p) is conjugate to Z(u, v, XI,. . . , L) = 
” 
YY,(~, v)$+~y2(u, v)&+'n~p-~,$+ c x,& for some y = 1,2. Here ‘Y E %‘(R*) are 
1 J indptl k 
the vector fields of Lemma 2.3. 
(4) If p E e,(f) is a point ofpositive curvature then (Z, p) is conjugate to Z(u, v, XI, . . . , x,1 = 
p(u)$+‘“$P-xj$+ i xka where p: R -+ R is a C” function which is positive for u > 0 
I I indl,+l ax, 
and zero u 50. 
(5) If p E e,(f) is a point of negative curvature then (Z,p) is conjugate to 
Z(u, 21,x1,. . . , X~)=-p(U)~+‘“~p~Xj&+ i a 
J hip+, xkz. 
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Proof. Using a partition of unity we can get an extension X E 2?(M) of the vector field 
constructed in Lemma 2.5 in such a way that Df4. X(q) has positive coordinates whenever 
X(q) # 0 and DX(p) = 0 for p E 0. Now define 2 = X + Y where Y is the vector field of Lemma 
2.6. It is clear that 2 is a generalized gradient for f. Furthermore, if p E 0 and W,’ is a 
neighborhood of p in S’(f) then W,’ is a center manifold for Z. In [3] it is proved that a partially 
hyperbolic singularity of a vector field is determined up to conjugacy by the restriction of the 
vector field to a center manifold (see also [lo]). Then the lemma follows from 2.5. 
THEOREM 2.8. Iff E G(M,R3) then f is O-stable. 
Proof. Given a neighborhood qf C C”(e(f), M) of the inclusion O(f)- M there exists a 
neighborhood Nf C G such that for each g E Nf there is a homeomorphism h,: O(f)- B(g) 
belonging to vf which maps strata of yf into strata of ygp,. This is a consequence of the 
transversality conditions of 01 and Proposition 2.1. If p E O,(f) has positive (negative) curvature 
then h,(p) has positive (negative) curvature respectively. Also if the normal mapping nf 
preserves orientation at p then the normal mapping n, preserves orientation at h,(p). For each 
g E Nf choose a generalized gradient field Z, as in Lemma 2.7. Then the theorem follows from 
Lemmas 2.3, 2.4 and 2.7. 
$3 
Our goal in this section is to prove that o-stability is a generic property in CDD(M, R3). In $2 we 
have restricted our attention to mappings whose Pareto set contain only simple singularities, 
namely, fold points. But more complicated singularities such as cusps and dovetails do appear in 
the Pareto set for an open set of mappings. The following lemma provides nice coordinate 
systems around such singularities. 
Consider a basis el, ez. e3 of R 3 such that ez = E, + Er + El where E,, EZ, ES is the canonical 
basis. 
LEMMA 3.1. (1) If p E tV(f) is a cusp point there exists a coordinate system u, v, x,, . . . , x, null 
AD+1 
at P such that f(u, v, xl,. . . ,x,,) = (p,(u, v)e, + ~(4 v)ez+ +x1’+ z4xl + Z ( 
- x,* + 
2 
i x,*-t $(u, v) e3+f(p) where A, is the index of p, (u, D)H((PI(~., v), cp~(u, v)) is a 
hll 12 > 
di$eomorphism and $I is a C” function. 
(2) lf p E O(j) is a dovetail point there exists a coordinate system u, v, xl,. . . ,x, null at p 
AO+l 
such that f(u, v, x, . . . ,x,)= cp,(u, u)e,+q*(U, v)e2+ t$~~~+z4~,~+~x,+ C -xi’+ ( 2 
i xkz+ +(u, v) e3+ f(p), where A,, (cp,, (p2) and $ are as in (1). 
hVfZ 1 
Proof. Let E be the subspace of R 3 generated by e ,, e2 and 7~: R 3 + E be the projection along 
the direction of e3. Since p E O(f) it follows that D(rr 0 f),, : TM,, --f E is onto and by the implicit 
function theorem there exists a coordinate system K, v, xl,. . . , x,, null at p such that 
f(u, v, Xl,. . . , x,)=~(e,+ue~+g(u,v,x~ ,..., xn)e3+f(p). 
Using Mather’s theory in [5] and [14] we can prove that the mapping x -+ g(O,O, x1,. . . , x,) is 
hpil 
right equivalent to fx13 + 2 - xjz + i xk2 if p is a cusp point and is right equivalent to 
j=* k=h0+2 
k$~,~+r - xjz+~xkz if p is a dovetail point. Also g is a universal unfolding of x eg(O,O,x). 
Hence g is right equivalent, as an unfolding, to g(u, v, xl,. . , x,) = fxi3 + ux, + Z -x:+Xx,’ if p 
1 
is a cusp point and to g(u, v, x,, . . ,x,) = +;x,“+ ux, + vx, + IX - xf + ~xk2 if p is a dovetail (see 
also [ll]). This proves the lemma. 
Consider the set B3(M, R3) C C-(M, R3) of mappings satisfying the transversality conditions 
of $1. We need another generic assumption. Let p be a cusp point in the boundary of 0. Then 
ImDf,, contains one and only one coordinate axis of R’. Suppose E, E ImDf,, where i = 1 or 2 or 
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3. Let D’fp : TM, x ker Df, + R ‘/ImDfp be the intrinsic second derivative of f at p. Since p is a 
cusp point there exists a vector W(p) E ker Df,,. such that D*fQ. (W(p), z) = 0 for all 
z E ker Dfp. Let Ei(p) E TM, be such that Dfp. Ei(p) = Ei: 
Definition 3.1. We say that f satisfies condition A at p if D’f, (R (p), W(p)) # 0 for El(p) and 
W(p) as above. 
Remark. This definition does not depend on the choice of the vectors W(p) and e(p). 
Using the coordinate system of Lemma 3.1 we can prove the following 
LEMMA 3.2. Let f E B3(M, R3) and p be a cusp point in the boundary of e(f). Iff satisfies 
condition A at p there exist open intervals 0,+, e,- c e(f) with ae, n ae2= {p} such that 
lim K(q) = +m and lim K(q) = --oo as q +p where K(q) is the curvature of q. 
4=@,+ qtB,- 
Consider the set B(M, R3) C C”(M, R3) defined as follows: f E B(M, R3) iff (1) f E 
B,(M, R ‘); (2) f satisfies condition A at each cusp point in 86; f has at most a finite number of 
points of zero curvature and those points are non-degenerate. 
The method of 92 together with Lemma 3.2 yield the following: 
THEOREM 3.3. B(M, R3) is open and dense in C”(M, R’). 
Let f E B(M, R3) and denote by pl, . . . , pr the points of &,cf), P,+~, . . . , p,,, the points of 
zero curvature, q,, . . . , q+, the cusp points in the boundary of 0 and qr.+], . . . , qrS+.,, the dovetail 
points in ecf). Consider the following stratification of e(f): S(f) = yOpocf) U y](f) U Y,cf) 
where 9’&) = {p,, . . . , p,+,, ql, . . . , qr,+s}, 9d.f) = (e,Cf) u S’(f)) - 9’d-f) and 9’d-f) = ecf) - 
(~0c.f) u y,(f)). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Iff E B(M, R ‘) then there exists a neighborhood 77 (f) C B such that for each 
g E 77 (f) there is a homeomorphism h, : e(f) -+ B(g) preserving the stratifications 2 Furthermore, 
given E > 0 we can choose qcf) so that each h, is &-near the inclusion e(f)- M. 
This follows from the transversality conditions of $1 and Proposition 2.1. 
For each q E e(f) let U, be a small neighborhood of q where a nice coordinate system is 
defined. Let U,,,, . . . , Up,+,, U,,, . . . , U,,.,,., UT, . . . , U,, be cover of 8. Let N be a neighborhood 
of e contained in the union of the elements of this cover. If 7~: R3+ E is the projection along 
the direction of e3 as before, then (7~ of)/iV: N+ E is a submersion and for each q E N, 
L, = (r of)-‘(n(f(q))) is an n-dimensional submanifold of M. Let G be a riemannian metric on 
M such that G/U,, and G/U,, agree with the euclidean metric on R n+Z through the nice 
coordinate system. We may write f = f,e, +fiea+f3e3. Consider the vector field Y(q) = 
gradc,=.,CfX/Lq). Clearly Y is well defined and is C”, Y(q) = 0 if and only if q E C(f) II N and 
Dfq . Y(q) has positive coordinates whenever Y(q) f 0. Furthermore (Y, pi) is C” conjugate to 
the vector field Y(u, v,xl,. . .,x,)=8-xij$+Xxk-$ for i=l,... ,r+s; (Y,q,) is C” 
I k 
conjugate to the vector field Y(u, v,xI,. . .,x,)=(u+~~~)~+C--x~~+~n~~ for i= 
1 I !i 
l,...,r’; (Y,qi) is C” conjugate to (+-x,“+ux,+v)~+X-xi-$+Xx~~ for i = 
I I k 
r’+l,..., r’ + s’. In fact, these are the expressions for Y in the nice coordinate systems we have 
chosen in neighborhoods of points of 9’*(f). The following lemma gives the orbit structure of Y 
around the other points of 0. 
LEMMA 3.5. (1) If p E 0 is a fold point then (Y, p) is conjugate to the vector field 
Y(U, V,X)=Z-Xj$+ZXX$; 
k 
(2) if p is a ‘cusp point then (Y,p) is conjugate to Y(u, v,x) = +-(x1*+ u)&+ 
1 
Proof. (1) Follows from [3] (see also [lo]). 
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(2) Let U,V,X, ,... , x, be a nice coordinate system around p and let (Y : R x R x R” + R be 
the function cu.,(x)=~~~,‘+ux,+8-x,‘+Z*~‘. Denote by (Y,, the function (Y,,(X) = 
a(u, v, x) and by G,A,(x) the restriction to {u} x {v} x R” of the riemannian metric G considered 
above. Then Y(u, v, x,, . . ,x,,) = Y,,,(x,, . . . , x,) where Y,,,(x) = gradc,,. (a,,). Then the lemma 
follows from [3]. 
THEOREM 3.6. If f E B(M, R3) then f is e-stable. That is, an open and dense set off: M -+ R3 is 
Pareto -stable. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.4 there exist a neighborhood q(f) and for each g E q(f) a 
homeomorphism h,: O(f)-+e(g) which preserves the stratifications defined above. If we take 
q(f) small enough the image of each zero dimensional stratum of O(f) is a zero dimensional 
stratum of O(g) of the same type. To each g E qcf) we are going to associate a generalized 
gradient field Z, such that (Z,, p) -(Z,, h,(p)) for all p E 0(j). To define Z, we start with a 
vector field Y, defined on a neighborhood N, of O(g) as above. Then we pick a small 
neighborhood N’(g) of B(g) with the closure of N’(g) contained in N(g) and using a partition of 
unity we extend Y/N’(g) to a vector field P E g(M) such that Dfq. f’(q) has positive 
coordinates for all q E M - N’(g). Then we define Z, = 2X + ?g where _& E 2’(M) is such that 
T&(q) #O for q E (C(g)- 0) n N’(g) and Dfq. &a(q) has positive coordinates whenever 
&(q) # 0. This vector field is constructed in such a way that if p E Y”(f) is a cusp point then 
($ + pf, p) is C- conjugate to ($ + gg, h,(p)) and outside neighborhoods of the cusp points it 
has the same properties as the vector field X constructed in $2, Lemma 2.5. Here the only 
difficulty is the definition of & in neighborhoods of the cusp points of y,)(g). To carry out this 
construction we use the nice coordinate systems of Lemma 3.1. We leave the details to the reader 
who can check that this vector field can be defined in such way that (Z,, p) is C” conjugate to 
where the vector field 
(u, ,,!, X,)HZ,(~, U, x,); + z,(u, V, x,)$ has the orbit structure as in the figure below. 
I 
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